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MEMORY CELL WITH RETENTION USING RESISTIVE MEMORY

BACKGROUND

[0001] Processors and SoCs (System-on-Chip) are power constrained and employ power

gating to "turn off blocks (i.e., to enter sleep state for logic blocks) which are not in use, saving

leakage power. Traditionally, switching a block into sleep state requires time in order to save

any data which must be retained for correct operation. This data may be stored in embedded

memory arrays, flip-flops, and latches and takes time to save into "Always-ON" storage, as well

as time to restore the stored data when power is again applied to the logic block. Saving and

restoring data limits how frequently the logic block can be power gated, and also incurs a power

penalty which reduces the overall gains.

[0002] The standard method for saving and restoring data involves moving the data into a

memory array which is always powered up. Alternatively, state retention flip-flops can used to

locally save the required data in the flip-flops themselves, by isolating a portion of the flip-flop

and connecting it to an Always-ON supply. These flip-flops allow fast save and restore since the

state (i.e., data) does not need to be moved into a memory array which is always powered up.

However, such flip-flops require an Always-ON supply to be routed to every state retention flip-

flop, and a portion of the flip-flop consumes leakage power even during sleep mode.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION O F THE DRAWINGS

[0003] The embodiments of the disclosure will be understood more fully from the

detailed description given below and from the accompanying drawings of various embodiments

of the disclosure, which, however, should not be taken to limit the disclosure to the specific

embodiments, but are for explanation and understanding only.

[0004] Fig. 1A illustrates traditional retention architecture for sequential units using an

always-on memory unit.

[0005] Fig. IB illustrates traditional retention architecture for sequential units using

always-on supply for each sequential unit.

[0006] Fig. 1C illustrates a traditional CMOS retention flip-flop with some circuits

operating on always-on supply.

[0007] Fig. ID illustrates a traditional retention flip-flop with two MTJ (magnetic tunnel

junction) devices.

[0008] Fig. IE illustrates a traditional retention flip-flop with two MTJ devices.

[0009] Fig. IF illustrates the operation of the traditional retention flip-flop of Fig. IE.



[0010] Figs. 2A illustrates plot showing power savings in C6 power state using

traditional memory circuits, according to one embodiment of the disclosure.

[0011] Fig. 2B illustrates plot showing power savings in C6 power state using resistive

element based memory unit, according to one embodiment of the disclosure.

[0012] Fig. 3A illustrates a memory stage of a sequential unit with retention using

resistive elements, according to one embodiment of the disclosure.

[0013] Fig. 3B illustrates a memory stage of a sequential unit with retention using

resistive elements, according to one embodiment of the disclosure.

[0014] Figs. 4A-C illustrate a Save Circuit used by the memory stage of a sequential unit

with retention using resistive elements, according to one embodiment of the disclosure.

[0015] Fig. 5 illustrates a Restore Circuit used by the memory stage of a sequential unit

with retention using resistive elements, according to one embodiment of the disclosure.

[0016] Fig. 6 illustrates plots showing restore operation using the Restore Circuit,

according to one embodiment of the disclosure.

[0017] Fig. 7 illustrates a memory stage of a sequential unit with differential retention

using resistive elements, according to one embodiment of the disclosure.

[0018] Fig. 8 illustrates an apparatus for improving write margin at low supply voltages

for an MTJ device, according to one embodiment of the disclosure.

[0019] Fig. 9A illustrates a flip-flop with retention circuits using MTJ devices, according

to one embodiment of the disclosure.

[0020] Fig. 9B illustrates a plot showing timing diagram of signals at various nodes of

the flip-flop of Fig. 9A, according to one embodiment of the disclosure.

[0021] Fig. 9C illustrates a flip-flop with retention circuits using MTJ devices, according

to another embodiment of the disclosure.

[0022] Fig. 10A illustrates a flip-flop with retention circuits using MTJ devices,

according to one embodiment of the disclosure.

[0023] Fig. 10B illustrates a plot showing timing diagram of signals at various nodes of

the flip-flop of Fig. 10A, according to one embodiment of the disclosure.

[0024] Fig. IOC illustrates a plot comparing normalized total device width of the

embodiments of Fig. 9A and Fig. 10A, according to one embodiment of the disclosure.

[0025] Fig. 11 is a smart device or a computer system or an SoC (System-on-Chip) with

the memory cell with retention using resistive element(s), according to one embodiment of the

disclosure.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0026] Fig. 1A illustrates traditional retention architecture 100 for sequential units using

an always-on memory unit. Architecture 100 shows a plurality of processing units (e.g., Core 1,

Core 2, Graphics Processor Unit (GPU)), an on-chip Always-ON memory, sleep transistors

MP1-MPN (where 'N' is an integer), Global Interconnect Bus (GIB), power supply (Vcc), and

ground (GND) rails. Each of the sleep transistors MP1-MPN is controlled by respective sleep

signals (i.e., Sleepl-SleepN). The sleep transistors are coupled between main power supply Vcc

and power supply to the plurality of processing units. During sleep mode, sleep transistors MP1-

MPN are turned OFF, cutting the power to the plurality of processing units. In this standard

method for saving and restoring data, data is moved from the plurality of processing units via a

GBI into a memory array which is always powered up. The extra Always-ON memory array

increases overall area and power consumption. Furthermore, restore and save operations take

time because data has to move through GIB into and from respective memory units in the

plurality of processing units.

[0027] Fig. I B illustrates traditional retention architecture 120 for sequential units using

always-on supply for each sequential unit. Architecture 120 shows a plurality of units (e.g., Core

1-N, where 'N' is an integer), sleep transistors MP1-MPN, power supply Vcc, and ground

(GND) rails. Here, each processing unit includes "retention" flip-flops which may have a

portion of its circuit operating from Always-ON power supply (i.e., they are not affected by the

sleep transistors). Each of the sleep transistors MP1-MPN is controlled by respective sleep

signals (i.e., Sleepl-SleepN). The sleep transistors are coupled between main power supply Vcc

and power supply to the plurality of processing units. During sleep mode, sleep transistors MP1-

MPN are turned OFF, cutting the power to the plurality of processing units. However, flip-flops

operating on Always-ON power supply retain data. This architecture consumes power during

sleep mode because of the Always-ON flip-flops.

[0028] Fig. 1C illustrates a traditional CMOS retention flip-flop 130 with some circuits

operating on always-on supply. Flip-flop 130 shows inverters invl, inv2, inv3, inv4, inv5, inv6,

inv7, inv8, and inv9; transmission gate 1 (TGI), TG2, and TG3. Here, inv5 and inv7 are tri-

stable inverters where, inv5 is tri-stable by clock signals (i.e., Clock_d and Clock_b) while inv7

is tri-stable by clock signals (i.e., Clock and Clock_b) and sleep (SLP) and SLPB signal.

[0029] Inverter invl receives input Data and generates Data_b which is received as input

by TGI. Here, labels for signal names and node names are interchangeably used. For example,

Data_b refers to node Data_b or signal Data_b depending on the context of the sentence. TGI is

connected to inv2 which receives Data_bd (i.e., delayed version of Data_b) and generates

Data_2bd. TGI is controllable by Clock_b (i.e., an inverse of Clock signal) and Clock_d (i.e.,



buffered version of Clock signal). Clock_b is received by inv4 which outputs Clock_d. Inverter

inv5 receives Data_2bd and generates Data_bd. TG2 receives Data_2bd and provides it to the

Slave Stage. TG2 is controllable by Clock_b and Clock_d signals such that when TGI is turned

ON, TG2 is turned OFF and visa versa. Inverter inv3 receives Clock and generates Clock_b

signal. TG3 receives output from TG2 and provides it to NO. TG3 is controllable by SLPB (i.e.,

an inverse of SLP) and SLP (i.e., Sleep) signals. Inverter inv6 receives SLP and generates

SLPB. Inverter inv7 is a tri-stable inverter which is controllable by Clock, Clock_b, SLP, and

SLPB signals. Inverters inv8 and inv7 form the cross-coupled inverters. Output Nl of inv8 is

coupled to inputs of inverters inv7 and inv9. Output of inverter inv7 is coupled to NO. "Out" is

the output of the Slave Stage which is generated by inverter inv9.

[0030] In this design, the Slave Stage of flip-flop 130 is powered by an "Always-ON"

supply which is kept ON during sleep state by asserting the SLP signal. As a result, the state of

flip-flop 130 is retained when the regular supply is power-gated. In this design, the use of

Always-ON power supply increases cost and area because a separate power supply is routed to

all the retention flip-flops in the design. In this design, leakage power consumption still exists

even during the sleep state because of the transistors operating using Always-ON power supply.

This design has higher CK-Q (clock to output) delay, due to series connected transmission gates

between the Master and Slave Stages and higher area compared to standard retention- less flip-

flop. Flip-flop 130 isolates the slave stage of the flip-flop during sleep mode (i.e., when signal

Sleep (SLP) is logical high) and maintains the logic state on nodes Nl and N O with an Always-

ON power supply.

[0031] Fig. I D illustrates a traditional retention flip-flop 140 with two MTJ (magnetic

tunnel junctions) devices. Flip-flop 140 consists of a Master Stage having inverters (inv) invl,

inv2, inv3, inv4, and inv5, and transmission gate 1 (TGI); a Slave Stage having inv6, inv7, and

inv8, and TG2; and Retention Stage having two MTJ devices—MT 1 device and MTJ2 device,

and sleep transistors MN1 and MN2, coupled together as shown.

[0032] Invl receives input Data signal on node Data and generates an inverted version of

Data signal on node Data_b- Here, labels for signals and nodes may be interchangeably used.

For example, Data may refer to Data node or Data signal, depending on context of the sentence.

TGI is coupled between nodes Data_b and Data_bd. TGI receives signal Data_b and provides

signal Data_b as signal Data_bd on node Data_bd when TGI is enabled. TGI is enabled when

signal Clock_b is logical high and signal Clock_d is logical low.

[0033] Signal Data_bd is received by inv2 which generates an inverted version of signal

Data_bd i.e., signal Data_2bd on node Data_2bd. Inverters inv3 and inv4 are in the clock path.

Inverter inv3 receives signal Clock and generates an inverted version of signal Clock as signal



Clock_b on node Clock_b- Inverter inv4 receives signal Clock_b on node Clock_b and

generates an inverted version of signal Clock_b as signal Clock_d on node Clock_d. Inverter

inv5 is used to save data in the master stage. Inverter inv5 is coupled to nodes Data_2bd and

Data_bd. Inverter inv5 is clock gated i.e., it inverts its input when it is enabled by Clock_b and

Clock_d signals.

[0034] Output of inv2 is received by TG2, which when enabled provides signal Data_2bd

to node NO. Inverters inv6 and inv7 are cross-coupled inverters and form a memory element of

the slave stage. Inverter inv7 is clock gated like inv5. Output of inv6 is node Nl which is

coupled to inv8. Inverter inv8 generates the final output Out. Source/Drain terminals of sleep

transistors MN1 and MN2 are tied to Always-ON half supply (1/2 Vcc) to retain data at nodes

N O and Nl. MN1 and MN2 are controlled by signal Sleep, which when enabled, couple MTJ1

and MTJ2 devices to the half supply rail, respectively.

[0035] MTJ device is a non-volatile resistive memory device formed by a stack of layers

including an insulation layer formed from MgO, a free layer (i.e., free magnetic layer), and a

fixed layer (i.e., fixed magnetic layer or pinned layer). The pattern region between the fixed and

free layers of the MTJ device is the insulation layer. When sufficient current flows through an

MTJ device, the direction of current may change the resistivity of the MTJ device such that one

direction of current results in high resistivity (RH) while another direction of current through the

MTJ device results in low resistivity (RL) of the MTJ device.

[0036] Sleep state in a processor is used for decreasing overall power dissipation.

Retention flip-flops (like flip-flop 140) reduce timing overhead of going into and coming out of

sleep states significantly, which can enable new power saving states in processors. However,

flip-flop 140 suffers from higher write energy, slower entry and exit from sleep mode, and higher

retention failure probability.

[0037] The two MTJ devices store complementary data. Complementary data is stored

(when entering sleep mode) with the help of half Vcc power supply. The complementary data

must be correct otherwise nodes N O and Nl of the slave stage may not have the proper last saved

states. Free layers of MTJ1 and MTJ2 devices are coupled to nodes N O and Nl, while fixed

layer of MTJ1 and MTJ2 devices are coupled to drain/source terminals of MN1 and MN2,

respectively. During read operation (when Sleep is logical high), the difference in current

between the two MTJ device branches (i.e., complementary branches) is used to restore values in

the complimentary nodes N O and Nl. When Sleep is low (i.e., active mode), the slave stage is

isolated from the MTJ devices so that they do not impact the normal operation of the slave stage.

The ½Vcc is used to help in writing to the MTJ devices and may not be used to maintain the

logic state on nodes N O and Nl as in the case of flip-flop 130.



[0038] When Sleep is activated (i.e., when signal Sleep is logical high), MTJ1 device to

the left is programmed to the parallel (or low resistance RL) state. MTJ2 device to the right is

programmed to the anti-parallel (or high resistance RH) state when data stored in the slave stage

is T (i.e., Nl node stores T). The term "parallel orientation" or "parallel" in the context of

MTJ device refers to both pinned and fixed magnetic layers having aligned magnetic directions.

The term "anti-parallel orientation" or "anti -parallel" in the context of MTJ device refers to both

pinned and fixed magnetic layers having un-aligned magnetic directions.

[0039] When data stored in the slave stage is '0' (i.e.' Nl node stores '), MTJ1 device

to the left is in anti-parallel state and MTJ2 device to the right is in parallel state. The necessity

of routing a separate power supply to all sequential cells makes it challenging to implement flip-

flops 130. In addition, retention flip-flopl40 still consumes leakage current in sleep mode.

Moreover, using two MTJ devices increases overall area of flip-flop 140.

[0040] Fig. IE illustrates a traditional retention flip-flop 150 with two MTJs (magnetic

tunnel junctions). Flip-flop 140 needs l/2Vcc to do the write of both MTJ devices in one step

while flip-flop 150 does not need the l/2Vcc but performs the write operation in two steps. In

the first step CNTRL is set to high and then it is set to low. Fig. IF illustrates a plot 160

showing the operation of the traditional retention flip-flop 150 of Fig. IE. It is pointed out that

those elements of Figs. 1E-F having the same reference numbers (or names) as the elements of

any other figure can operate or function in any manner similar to that described, but are not

limited to such.

[0041] Plot 160 shows many waveforms stacked. Each waveform has its own y-axis,

which is voltage from 0 to Here, x-axis is time. Plot 160 is divided into three sections—

STORE, SLEEP, and RESTORE. Plot 160 shows voltage signal behavior at nodes VDD, CLK

(i.e., Clock or Clock_d), SEL, CTRL, A, B, SI, S2, and voltages stored in MTJ1 and MTJ2

devices.

[0042] During normal operation, SEL and CTRL lines are driven low. As a result, the

pass transistors MN1 and MN2, connected to the pinned layer of the MTJ devices (i.e., MTJ1

and MTJ2 devices), are turned OFF and flip-flop 150 functions like a standard retention-less flip-

flop. Next, to store the state of flip-flop 150 (i.e., state of nodes A and B) into the MTJ devices,

assume that node A stores '0' and node B stores Ί .' First, pass transistors MN1 and MN2 are

turned ON by connecting SEL line to power supply (i.e., VDD ), Clock_d (CLK) is gated (i.e.,

Clock_d = 'Ο' ) and CTRL line is driven high as shown in Fig. IF.

[0043] This causes the current to flow from CTRL line to node A, resulting in write 'Ο,'

or changing the MTJ device resistance from anti-parallel to parallel, operation to MTJ1 device

(assuming MTJ1 device is in the anti-parallel state initially). In the next step, CTRL line is



driven low keeping the SEL line high. Now, the current flows from node B to CTRL line, which

flips the state of MTJ2 device to anti-parallel or high resistance state, resulting in write T

operation.

[0044] After storing the state, the supply is gated and the system enters "Sleep." Using

NMOS based pass transistor results in efficient write '0' operations as NMOS is a strong

conductor of 'Ο.' However, the write T operation suffers from source degeneration in the MTJ

flip-flop 150 requiring significant upsizing of both pass transistors as well as the pull-up PMOS

transistors of the slave latch, impacting power, and delay of flip-flop 150 during normal

operation.

[0045] For restoring data, the SEL line is first connected to power supply (i.e., VDD)-

Then, the supply voltage is ramped up from '0' to VDD, keeping CTRL and CLK low. This

process starts charging the nodes A and B to VDD through the pull-up PMOS transistors of the

slave stage. Simultaneously, these nodes (A and B) are discharged by the differential currents

flowing through the MTJ devices. Since the resistance of MTJ1 device is low and MTJ2 device

is high, voltage of node B is higher than node A. Therefore, node B gets charged to VDD and

node A is grounded.

[0046] One of the drawbacks of Fig. IE is its susceptibility to variations. As the supply

voltage is swept from '0' to VDD, the transistors are highly susceptible to variations at low

voltages, and this results in failing the restore operation in well under 5σ (sigma) of variations.

In addition, the inherent asymmetry in the slave latch causes the restore operations to fail under

variations even with considerable upsizing of the transistors. Another drawback of flip-flops 140

and 150 is low read and write margins because their slave stages have unbalanced structure for

writing to and reading from the MTJ devices.

[0047] Some embodiments store the state of the flip-flop into an MTJ device coupled to

the slave stage of the flip-flop. Due to non-volatile nature of an MTJ device, the core power

supply can be completely disabled, and there is no need for an Always-ON power supply. In

some embodiments, two MTJ devices with complementary states are used in order to restore the

save data with robust margin against variation.

[0048] Some embodiments provide high write current at low core power supply levels

(e.g., down to a 0.7V core power supply) since they place two transistors and a single MTJ

device in series for a save operation. This reduces the time and energy, since MTJ device write

time increases exponentially as current is reduced. Further, by using the existing core supply at

low voltages (e.g., down to 0.7V), some of the embodiments eliminate the need to route an

additional power supply or to waste time and energy raising the core supply prior to a save

operation. Some embodiments prevent read disturb during the restore operation by configuring



each MTJ device in a series path with four small devices. Some embodiments achieve these

robust save and restore operations using MTJ device resistance values (e.g., single k range) that

are practical in current state-of-the-art manufacturing processes.

[0049] Some embodiments maintain compatibility with existing flip-flop designs. For

example, one embodiment connects to existing signals that can be ported out (e.g., a keeper node

and buffered output nodes). Some embodiments add only diffusion capacitance to the keeper

node and a small gate capacitance to the buffer nodes, the CLK-Q delay changes by a few

percent.

[0050] Some embodiments describe variation-tolerant STT-MTJ device based retention

flip-flops that use cross-coupled PMOS transistors to improve store/restore operations. Writing

data to MTJ device is inherently asymmetric with "Write 1" (i.e., changing the MTJ device

resistance from parallel to anti-parallel) requiring higher current than "Write 0" (i.e. changing the

MTJ device resistance from anti-parallel to parallel) due to device physics. Further, traditional

designs employ NMOS pass (i.e., select) transistors which further degrade write T operation

due to the source degeneracy problem. Some embodiments couple cross-coupled PMOS

transistors to MTJ device to improve write T operation. In some such embodiments, MTJ

device's pinned layer is coupled VDD supply.

[0051] For restore operation, some embodiments describe a restore scheme that leverages

the same cross-coupled PMOS as pre-sense amplifier. Some embodiments use a restore scheme

which comprises: pre-charging, pre-sensing, and write-back operations. In one embodiment,

pre-charging operation involves pre-charging internal nodes of the slave latch. In one

embodiment, pre-sensing operation uses the cross-coupled PMOS transistors to pre-sense the

data stored in the MTJ devices. In one embodiment, in Write-back operation, the sensed values

are written back into the slave latch by turning ON the access transistors.

[0052] Figs. 2A-B illustrate plots (200 and 220) showing power savings in C6 power

state using traditional memory circuits. C6 power state is one the states described in the

Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI) revision 5.0 published in November 23,

2011. C6 power state is being used for exemplary purposes. The embodiments save more power

than known retention apparatuses for other power states too.

[0053] Here, the x-axis is time and y-axis is power level. The total power is divided into

two main categories—ACTIVE and LEAKAGE. For each of the plots, power consumption is

shown for four steps—A-D. The first step is normal operation (NORMAL OP) in which the flip-

flop or latch operates in non-sleep mode (i.e., active mode). The second step is save operation

(SAVE (B)) in which data is saved before flip-flop or latch operates in low power mode. The

third step is C6 power state (C6 POWER (C)) in which main supply to flip-flop or latch is turned



OFF. The fourth step is restore operation (RESTORE (D)) in which saved data is restored after

C6 power state ends.

[0054] Plot 200 shows the power consumption for an existing C6 state implementation

using SRAM (Static Random Access Memory). For each step, power is consumed (i.e., leakage

power is consumed in C6 state). Plot 220 shows the power consumption for some of the

embodiments operating in normal mode, save/restore modes, and C6 state. Plot 220 shows that

save and restore operations for some embodiments consume negligible energy, and zero (or

substantially zero) power is consumed during C6 state.

[0055] In the following description, numerous details are discussed to provide a more

thorough explanation of embodiments of the present disclosure. It will be apparent, however, to

one skilled in the art, that embodiments of the present disclosure may be practiced without these

specific details. In other instances, well-known structures and devices are shown in block

diagram form, rather than in detail, in order to avoid obscuring embodiments of the present

disclosure.

[0056] Note that in the corresponding drawings of the embodiments, signals are

represented with lines. Some lines may be thicker, to indicate more constituent signal paths,

and/or have arrows at one or more ends, to indicate primary information flow direction. Such

indications are not intended to be limiting. Rather, the lines are used in connection with one or

more exemplary embodiments to facilitate easier understanding of a circuit or a logical unit.

Any represented signal, as dictated by design needs or preferences, may actually comprise one or

more signals that may travel in either direction and may be implemented with any suitable type

of signal scheme.

[0057] Throughout the specification, and in the claims, the term "connected" means a

direct electrical connection between the things that are connected, without any intermediary

devices. The term "coupled" means either a direct electrical connection between the things that

are connected or an indirect connection through one or more passive or active intermediary

devices. The term "circuit" means one or more passive and/or active components that are

arranged to cooperate with one another to provide a desired function. The term "signal" means

at least one current signal, voltage signal or data/clock signal. The meaning of "a," "an," and

"the" include plural references. The meaning of "in" includes "in" and "on."

[0058] The term "scaling" generally refers to converting a design (schematic and layout)

from one process technology to another process technology. The term "scaling" generally also

refers to downsizing layout and devices within the same technology node. The term "scaling"

may also refer to adjusting (e.g., slow down) of a signal frequency relative to another parameter,



for example, power supply level. The terms "substantially," "close," "approximately," "near,"

and "about," generally refer to being within +/- 20% of a target value.

[0059] Unless otherwise specified the use of the ordinal adjectives "first," "second," and

"third," etc., to describe a common object, merely indicate that different instances of like objects

are being referred to, and are not intended to imply that the objects so described must be in a

given sequence, either temporally, spatially, in ranking or in any other manner.

[0060] For purposes of the embodiments, the transistors are metal oxide semiconductor

(MOS) transistors, which include drain, source, gate, and bulk terminals. The transistors also

include Tri-Gate and FinFet transistors, Gate All Around Cylindrical Transistors or other devices

implementing transistor functionality like carbon nano tubes or spintronic devices. Source and

drain terminals may be identical terminals and are interchangeably used herein. Those skilled in

the art will appreciate that other transistors, for example, Bi-polar junction transistors—BJT

PNP/NPN, BiCMOS, CMOS, eFET, etc., may be used without departing from the scope of the

disclosure. The term "MN" indicates an n-type transistor (e.g., NMOS, NPN BJT, etc.) and the

term "MP" indicates a p-type transistor (e.g., PMOS, PNP BJT, etc.).

[0061] Fig. 3A illustrates a memory stage 300 of sequential unit with retention using

resistive elements, according to one embodiment of the disclosure. It is pointed out that those

elements of Fig. 3A having the same reference numbers (or names) as the elements of any other

figure can operate or function in any manner similar to that described, but are not limited to such.

So as not to obscure the embodiments, slave stage and associated circuits are shown.

[0062] In one embodiment, memory stage 300 comprises a Slave Stage 301, Restore

Circuit 302, and Save Circuit 303. Slave Stage 301 can be a traditional slave stage of a flip-flop.

Here, Slave Stage 301 comprises: TG which is controllable by MAINCLK and MAINCLKB

signals, and inverters invl, inv2, inv3, inv4, and inv5, where MAINCLKB signal is an inverse of

MAINCLK (main clock) signal. In one embodiment, CLK and CLKB signals are generated by a

NOR gate and inverter inv5 as shown. In one embodiment, NOR gate receives RESTORE signal

and MAINCLKB signal and generates CLK (clock) signal, which is used to generate CLKB (i.e.,

inverted version of CLK). TG receives signal from a master stage (not shown). Inverter inv2 is

a tri-state-able inverter which is controlled by CLK and CLKB signals.

[0063] TG is coupled to node Q which is coupled to output of inverter inv2 and inputs of

inverters invl and inv3. Output QB of inverter inv3 is coupled to the input of inverter inv2.

Output QBD of inverter invl is coupled to input of inverter inv4. Output of inverter inv4 is QD.

Here labels for signals and nodes are interchangeable used. For example, Q is used to refer to

signal Q or node Q depending on the context of the sentence.



[0064] In one embodiment, Restore Circuit 302 is coupled to node Q and receives signals

RESTORE and RESTOREB (where signal RESTOREB is an inverse of signal RESTORE). In

one embodiment, Save Circuit 303 is coupled to node QBD and receives signals SAVE and

SAVEB (where signal SAVE is an inverse of signal SAVEB).

[0065] In one embodiment, during normal operation (i.e., NORMAL OP (A) in Fig. 2B),

RESTORE and SAVE are '0' (i.e., logical low). In this embodiment, when MAINCLK=1, data

gets latched, while when MAINCLK=0, the TG is transparent for input from the master stage

(i.e., TG is turned ON). In one embodiment, when a power controller (e.g., a power control unit)

issues a power down command, a short SAVE state is started by the SAVE signal (i.e., SAVE

(B) of Fig. 2B). After save operation is complete and data on nodes QBD and QD are saved in

resistive memory elements of Save Circuit 303, Slave Stage 301 enters power saving mode. In

this mode, power supply to all devices is zero or very low. At such supplies typical slave stages

lose data, but in this embodiment data is saved by Save Circuit 303.

[0066] In this embodiment, no leakage power is consumed because all devices are turned

OFF, and there is no Always-ON power supply. In one embodiment, when Slave Stage 301 is

about to come out of low power mode (e.g., sleep mode), RESTORE signal becomes high to

enable Restore Circuit 302 and SAVE signal becomes low to disable the Save Circuit 303. In

one embodiment, inverter inv2 is tri-stated when RESTORE signal is high. The embodiment of

Fig. 3A provides an add-on to existing slave stage designs i.e., critical path in Slave Stage 301 is

not impacted for any practical purposes.

[0067] In one embodiment, Restore Circuit 302 consumes very little energy as indicated

by RESTORE (D) of Fig. 2B. In one embodiment, Restore Circuit 302 restores the data content

back to node Q and inv3 restores data content to node QB. In one embodiment, after data is

stored back on node Q, slave stage enters normal operation (as shown by NORMAL OP (A)).

An embodiment of Save Circuit 303 is discussed with reference to Figs. 4A-C. An embodiment

of Restore Circuit 302 is discussed with reference to Fig. 5.

[0068] Fig. 3B illustrates a sequential unit 320 with retention using resistive elements,

according to one embodiment of the disclosure. It is pointed out that those elements of Fig. 3B

having the same reference numbers (or names) as the elements of any other figure can operate or

function in any manner similar to that described, but are not limited to such. Embodiment of

Fig. 3B is described with reference to Fig. ID.

[0069] So as not to obscure the embodiment, differences between Fig. ID and Fig. 3B

are discussed in view of Fig. 3A. In one embodiment, instead of MTJ1 device, MTJ2 device,

and pass transistors MN1 and MN2 of Fig. ID, Restore Circuit 302 is coupled to node N O and

Save Circuit 303 is coupled to nodes Nl and Out.



[0070] In one embodiment, during normal operation (i.e., NORMAL OP (A) in Fig. 2B),

RESTORE and SAVE are '0' (i.e., logical low). In this embodiment, when Clock=l, Data gets

latched, while when Clock=0, TG2 is transparent for input from the master stage (i.e., TG2 is

turned ON). In one embodiment, when a power controller (e.g., a power control unit) issues a

power down command, a short SAVE state is started by the SAVE signal (i.e., SAVE (B) of Fig.

2B). After save operation is complete and data on nodes Nl and Out are saved in resistive

memory elements of Save Circuit 303, slave stage of flip-flop 320 enters power saving mode.

Here, slave stage includes inverters inv6, inv7, and inv8; and TG 2. In this mode, power supply

to all devices is zero or very low. At such supplies typical slave stages lose data, but in this

embodiment data is saved by Save Circuit 303.

[0071] In this embodiment, no leakage power is consumed because all devices are turned

OFF, and there is no Always-ON power supply. In one embodiment, when slave stage is about

to come out of low power mode (e.g., sleep mode), RESTORE signal becomes high to enable

Restore Circuit 302 and SAVE signal becomes low to disable the Save Circuit 303. In one

embodiment, Restore Circuit 302 consumes very little energy as indicated by RESTORE (D) of

Fig. 2B. In one embodiment, Restore Circuit 302 restores the data content back to node N O

while inverter inv6 restores data content back to node Nl. In one embodiment, after data is

stored back on nodes N O and Nl, slave stage enters normal operation (as shown by NORMAL

OP (A)).

[0072] Figs. 4A-C illustrate a Save Circuit (e.g., Save Circuit 303) used by the memory

stage of sequential unit with retention using resistive elements, according to one embodiment of

the disclosure. In this embodiment, no half-Vcc generation is used as required by flip-flip 140 of

Fig. ID.

[0073] In one embodiment, Save Circuit (400, 420, and 430 together) comprises logic

gates e.g., NAND gates NANDl and NAND2, that generate QB&SAVE signal and QD&SAVE

signal. In this embodiment, NANDl receives input signals QD and SAVEB while NAND2

receives input signals QBD and SAVEB. In one embodiment, Save Circuit further comprises p-

type transistors MP1 and MP2, and n-type transistors MN1 and MN2, and MTJ1 device.

[0074] In one embodiment, source terminal of MP1 (also referred as the first p-type

transistor) is coupled to power supply (e.g., V D drain terminal of MP1 is coupled to node nl

(i.e., drain terminal of MN1), and gate terminal of MP1 is controlled by QB&SAVE' signal,

where QB&SAVE' is an inverse of QB&SAVE signal. In one embodiment, source terminal of

MN1 (also referred to as the first n-type device) is coupled to ground, drain terminal of MN1 is

coupled to node nl (i.e., drain terminal of MP1), and gate terminal is controlled by QD&SAVE

signal from NAND2.



[0075] In one embodiment, source terminal of MP2 (also referred as the second p-type

transistor) is coupled to power supply (e.g., VDD ), drain terminal of MP2 is coupled to node n2

(i.e., drain terminal of MN2), and gate terminal of MP2 is controlled by QD&SAVE' signal,

where QD&SAVE' is an inverse of QD&SAVE signal. In one embodiment, source terminal of

MN2 (also referred to as the second n-type device) is coupled to ground, drain terminal of MN2

is coupled to node n2 (i.e., drain terminal of MP2), and gate terminal is controlled by

QB&SAVE signal from NAND1.

[0076] In one embodiment, MTJl device is coupled between nodes nl and n2 such that

the free layer (i.e., FREE1) of MTJl device is coupled to node nl while fixed layer (i.e.,

PINNED 1) of MTJl device is coupled to node n2. Table 421 shows the operation of MTJl

device. When magnetic directions of free layer and fixed layer of MTJl device are aligned, then

MTJl device has low resistance which occurs after a save operation, where Q=l (i.e., MTJl

device is saving a logical high on node Q).

[0077] When magnetic directions of free layer and fixed layer of MTJl device are u n

aligned, then MTJl device has high resistance which occurs after a save operation where Q=0

(i.e., MTJl device is saving a logical low on node Q). For an MTJ device, a large current is

applied to write to the MTJ device and a smaller current is applied to read from the MTJ device.

The large current is small enough to avoid destroying devices coupled to the MTJ device and the

MTJ device itself. In one embodiment, the current may be controlled by adjusting the size (i.e.,

W/L) of devices MP1, MP2, MP3, MP4, MN1, MN2, MN3, and MN4 such that current is large

enough to write the MTJ device but does not cause the MTJ device to breakdown. The sizes

may be asymmetric to accommodate various NMOS/PMOS strengths and write data values. In

one embodiment, the current may be controlled by the adjusting the voltage level of the control

signals to MP1, MP2, MP3, MP4, MN1, MN2, MN3, MN4 such that the devices are not

operating in saturation mode. In one embodiment, the current may be controlled by adjusting the

voltage level of the supply signal connected to the source of devices MP1, MP2, MP3, or MP4.

[0078] In one embodiment, Save Circuit further comprises p-type transistors MP3 and

MP4, and n-type transistors MN3 and MN4, and MTJ2 device. In one embodiment, source

terminal of MP3 (also referred as the third p-type transistor) is coupled to power supply (e.g.,

VDD ), drain terminal of MP3 is coupled to node n3 (i.e., drain terminal of MN3), and gate

terminal of MP3 is controlled by QB&SAVE' signal. In one embodiment, source terminal of

MN3 (also referred to as the third n-type device) is coupled to ground, drain terminal of MN3 is

coupled to node n3 (i.e., drain terminal of MP3), and gate terminal is controlled by QD&SAVE

signal from NAND2.



[0079] In one embodiment, source terminal of MP4 (also referred as the fourth p-type

transistor) is coupled to power supply (e.g., VDD )>drain terminal of MP4 is coupled to node n4

(i.e., drain terminal of MN4), and gate terminal of MP4 is controlled by QD&SAVE' signal. In

one embodiment, source terminal of MN4 (also referred to as the second n-type device) is

coupled to ground, drain terminal of MN4 is coupled to node n4 (i.e., drain terminal of MP4),

and gate terminal is controlled by QB&SAVE signal from NAND1.

[0080] In one embodiment, MTJ2 device is coupled between nodes n3 and n4 such that

the free layer (i.e., FREE2) of MTJ2 device is coupled to node n4 while fixed layer (i.e.,

PINNED2) of MTJ2 device is coupled to node n3. Table 431 shows the operation of MTJ2

device. When magnetic directions of free layer and fixed layer of MTJ2 device are aligned, then

MTJ2 device has low resistance which occurs after a save operation, where Q=0 (i.e., MTJ2

device is saving a logical low on node Q). When magnetic directions of free layer and fixed

layer of MTJ2 device are un-aligned, then MTJ2 device has high resistance which occurs after a

save operation, where Q=l (i.e., MTJ2 device is saving a logical low on node Q).

[0081] In one embodiment, the two storage resistive memory structures, MTJl and MTJ2

devices store the value of the slave stage. For example, if Q=l, QD=1 and SAVE=1,

QD&SAVE'=0 and QD&SAVE=1, the save circuit 303 (i.e., 400, 420, and 430 together) sends

current through MTJl and MTJ2 devices, such that it writes a low resistance "Low R" and a high

resistance "High R" into MTJl and MTJ2 devices, respectively. In one embodiment, for circuit

420, to store or save a "zero," MP1 and MN2 are turned ON causing current to flow from MP1

to MN2 via MTJl device.

[0082] In one embodiment, for circuit 420, to store or save a "one," MP2 and MNl are

turned ON causing current to flow from MP2 to MNl via MTJl device. In one embodiment, for

circuit 430, to store or save a "one," MP4 and MN3 are turned ON causing current to flow from

MP4 to MN3 via MTJ2 device. In one embodiment, for circuit 430, to store or save a "zero,"

MP3 and MN4 are turned ON causing current to flow from MP3 to MN4 via MTJ2 device.

[0083] In one embodiment, devices in 430 can be removed from Save Circuit i.e., Save

Circuit includes circuits 400 and 420 without circuit 430. In one embodiment, devices in 500

can be removed from Restore Circuit i.e., Restore Circuit includes devices MNl, MP1, and

MTJl device without MN2, MP2, and MTJ2 device. In one embodiment, circuit 430 is included

in Save Circuit (having circuits 400 and 420) to improve (i.e., add) write margin. In one

embodiment, circuit 500 includes MN2, MP2, and MTJ2 device to improve (i.e., add) restore

margin.

[0084] In one embodiment, to write into each MTJ device, there is a total stack of one

MTJ device and two transistors, which ensures sufficient write currents. One technical effect of



such a topology is that it enables operation at low power supply voltages (e.g., down to 0.7V

supply voltage). In one embodiment, any more devices in the write current path may

exponentially increase the save time, in turn increasing the energy dissipated in the store state

(i.e., RESTORE (D) in Fig. 2B). In one embodiment, when the core supply shuts down

completely, the MTJ devices (i.e., MTJl and MTJ2 devices) store the state information

magnetically, providing non-volatility and immunity to soft errors.

[0085] Fig. 5 illustrates a Restore Circuit 500 (e.g., Restore Circuit 302) used by the

memory stage of sequential unit with retention using resistive elements, according to one

embodiment of the disclosure. It is pointed out that those elements of Fig. 5 having the same

reference numbers (or names) as the elements of any other figure can operate or function in any

manner similar to that described, but are not limited to such. Fig. 5 is explained with reference

to Fig. 3A.

[0086] In one embodiment, Restore Circuit 500 comprises: p-type devices MPl and

MP2, n-type devices MNl and MN2, and MTJl and MTJ2 devices. In one embodiment, source

terminal of MPl is coupled to power supply, drain terminal of MPl is coupled to free layer (i.e.,

FREEl) of MTJl device, and gate terminal of MPl is controllable by RESTOREB signal, where

RESTOREB is an inverse of RESTORE signal. In one embodiment, source terminal of MP2 is

coupled to fixed layer (i.e., PINNED1) of MTJl device, drain terminal of MP2 is coupled to

node Q of Fig. 3A, and gate terminal of MP2 is controllable by RESTOREB signal.

[0087] In one embodiment, source terminal of MNl is coupled to ground, drain terminal

of MNl is coupled to fixed layer (i.e., PINNED2) of MTJ2 device, and gate terminal of MNl is

controllable by RESTORE signal. In one embodiment, source terminal of MN2 is coupled to

free layer (i.e., FREE2) of MTJ2 device, drain terminal of MN2 is coupled to node Q of Fig. 3A,

and gate terminal of MN2 is controllable by RESTORE signal.

[0088] In one embodiment, when the core supply powers on again, the MTJ devices (i.e.,

MTJl and MTJ2 devices of Restore Circuit 500) restore the data back into the slave. In this

embodiment, the restored node connects to the internal node Q of slave stage 301. In one

embodiment, MAINCLK is set to logic 1 and CLK and CLKB are gated by the restore state

which causes the driver gates (inv2 and TG) to both be floating. In one embodiment, Restore

Circuit 500 behaves like a resistance divider with two MTJ devices, two n-type transistors, and

two p-type transistors coupled in series. The division occurs with enough margin (e.g., approx.

VDD/3) to reliably switch the cross-coupled keeper inverters inv2 and inv3 of slave 301 to the

restore data value.

[0089] In one embodiment, Restore Circuit 500 achieves a six sigma restore margin

when all four MOS devices and both MTJ devices experience process variation in a typical



advanced process in CMOS. In one embodiment, at a slow process corner (or with high Vt

devices), the restore margin increases since the middle n-type device MN2 or p-type device MP2

closest to the MTJ device in the high resistance state sees lower Vgs than that in the other half,

which further increases the resistance of that half of the resistive divider.

[0090] Restoring a "one" has a risk of writing "zero" (i.e., read-disturb). The

embodiment of Fig. 5 reduces the risk of read-disturb. In one embodiment, since the restore path

comprises of two MTJ devices, and small sized n-type and p-type devices coupled in series, the

currents are safely lower (e.g., two to four times lower) than in the write path.

[0091] Fig. 6 illustrates plot 600 showing operation of restore operation using the restore

circuit, according to one embodiment of the disclosure. It is pointed out that those elements of

Fig. 6 having the same reference numbers (or names) as the elements of any other figure can

operate or function in any manner similar to that described, but are not limited to such.

[0092] Here, x-axis is time and y-axis is voltage. Plot 600 includes four plots—601, 602,

603, and 604. Plot 601 illustrates the ramping of power supply Vcc (also referred here as VDD)-

Plot 602 illustrates the enabling of restore operation by RESTORE signal pulse. Here, restore

operation begins when RESTORE signal transitions from zero (i.e., logical low) to high and then

ends after the RESTORE signal transitions from high to low.

[0093] Plot 603 shows two waveforms, 603a and 603b, which are voltages on node Q

when Restore Circuit 500 restores a "one" and a "zero," respectively. Waveform 603a shows

that voltage on node Q is raised to about 2/3Vcc during the pulse width of RESTORE waveform

in plot 602. In this example, the restored data is "one." After restore operation is over (i.e.,

RESTORE waveform transitions from high to low), slave stage 301 causes node Q to rise to Vcc

level (i.e., logical one) from 2/3Vcc level.

[0094] Waveform 603b shows that voltage on node Q is raised to about l/3Vcc during

the pulse width of RESTORE waveform in plot 602. In this example, the restored data is "zero."

After restore operation is over (i.e., RESTORE waveform transitions from high to low), slave

stage 301 causes node Q to lower to ground level (i.e., logical low) from l/3Vcc level. Plot 603

also shows that the restore voltage stabilizes in much less than Ins, which is a small enough time

to avoid writing the MTJ device. Referring back to Fig. 6, Plot 604 illustrates two waveforms—

604a and 604b—which are voltages on node QB of slave stage 301. Here, waveform 604b is the

voltage on node QB when restoring a "one" on node Q. Waveform 604a is the voltage on node

QB when restoring a "zero" on node Q.

[0095] Fig. 7 illustrates a memory stage 700 of sequential unit with differential retention

using resistive elements, according to one embodiment of the disclosure. It is pointed out that

those elements of Fig. 7 having the same reference numbers (or names) as the elements of any



other figure can operate or function in any manner similar to that described, but are not limited to

such.

[0096] The area overhead of additional devices in a flip-flop is small as compared to the

initial area of a scan flop. Additional MTJ devices also require minimal area, since they are

printed between metal layers (e.g., metal layers M2 and M4), and thus consume no device area.

In one embodiment, additional MTJ devices and/or other devices may be added to ensure

additional restore margin. In one embodiment, for a simpler design, MTJ devices and/or other

devices may be removed if margin can be sacrificed.

[0097] The embodiment of Fig. 7 achieves an additional two sigma of restore margin by

adding additional MTJ devices for the second inverter in the keeper cell of slave stage 301. The

embodiment, of Fig. 7 is explained with reference to Fig. 3A. So as not to obscure the

embodiments, differences between Fig. 3A and Fig. 7 are discussed. In one embodiment,

memory state 700 comprises second Restore Circuit 702 and second Save Circuit 703 (where

first Restore Circuit is Restore Circuit 302 and second Save Circuit is Save Circuit 303).

[0098] In one embodiment, Restore Circuit 702 is coupled to node QB and also receives

RESTORE and RESTOREB signals. In one embodiment, Save Circuit 703 is coupled to nodes

QBD and QD, and also receives SAVE and SAVEB signals. In one embodiment, Restore

Circuit 702 operates like Restore Circuit 302. In one embodiment, Save Circuit 703 operates

like Save Circuit 303. In one embodiment, inverter inv3 becomes tri-state-able and controlled by

the RESTORE and RESTOREB signals, where RESTOREB signal is an inverse of RESTORE

signal.

[0099] Fig. 8 illustrates an apparatus 800 for improving write margin at low supply

voltages for MTJ device, according to one embodiment of the disclosure. It is pointed out that

those elements of Fig. 8 having the same reference numbers (or names) as the elements of any

other figure can operate or function in any manner similar to that described, but are not limited to

such.

[00100] In one embodiment, for lower supply voltages (e.g., supply voltages below 0.7V),

technique in apparatus 800 is used to facilitate a write operation that would otherwise not work

due to too-low voltage. In one embodiment, an external magnetic field is applied that is either

orthogonal to the easy axis of the MTJ device or has an opposite direction to the free layer

magnetization to increase the STT (Spin Torque Transfer) susceptibility and to reduce the

current used for error-free switching. In one embodiment, the external magnetic field is applied

in a pulsed fashion where the timing of pulsed magnetic field is optimized with respect to the

STT current to achieve maximum benefit on STT switching. The pulsed magnetic field can be

applied before, after or at the same time as the STT current pulse.



[00101] In one embodiment, apparatus 800 comprises an MTJ device which is positioned

between two metal layers e.g., Metal-4 (M4) and Metal-6 (M6); Control Unit 801, and Control

Unit 802. In this example, MTJ device occupies the area of Metal-5 (M5) and its vias to M4 and

M6. In other embodiments, MTJ device may be placed in other locations. In this embodiment,

pinned or fixed layer of MTJ device is coupled to M4 and free layer of MTJ device is coupled to

M6. The fixed and free layers of the MTJ device are separated by an insulator (e.g., MgO).

[00102] The dot and cross symbols shown in metal layers M6 and M4 are direction of

current. In one embodiment, to improve write margin at low power supply levels, external

magnetic field Ή ' generated from currents in neighboring metal lines, for example, Metal-3

(M3), Metal-4 (M4), Metal-6(M6) and Metal-7(M7), is applied on the MTJ device. In one

embodiment, the direction of current in M7 and M3, and M4 and M6 determines the direction of

induced magnetic fields in the MTJ device. In one embodiment, the current in metal layers M7

and M3 induces magnetic field along the easy axis of MTJ device. In one embodiment, the

current in metal layers M6 and M4 induces magnetic field along the hard axis of MTJ device.

[00103] In one embodiment, the timing of current pulses in metal layers M7, M6, M4 and

M3 are designed to provide optimal combination of hard-axis and easy-axis fields to facilitate

low-voltage STT switching of MTJ device. In one embodiment, Control Circuit 801 derives

current in metal layers M7 and M3 near the MTJ device to induce easy-axis field in the MTJ

device to improve write margin. In one embodiment, Control Circuit 802 drives current in metal

layers M6 and M4 near the MTJ device to induce hard-axis field in the MTJ device to improve

write margin. In one embodiment, Control Circuits 801 and 802 can be turned ON separately or

simultaneously to achieve optimal write margin with lowest power consumption.

[00104] Fig. 9A illustrates flip-flop 900 with retention circuits using MTJ devices,

according to one embodiment of the disclosure. It is pointed out that those elements of Fig. 9A

having the same reference numbers (or names) as the elements of any other figure can operate or

function in any manner similar to that described, but are not limited to such. Fig. 9A is

described with reference to Fig. IE. So as not to obscure the embodiments, differences between

Fig. 9A and Fig. IE are described.

[00105] In one embodiment, flip-flop 900 comprises cross-coupled p-type devices MP1

and MP2. In one embodiment, source terminals of MP1 and MP2 are coupled to power supply

VDD - In one embodiment, gate and drain terminal of MP1 is coupled to the pinned layer of

MTJ2 device at node S2. In one embodiment, gate and drain terminal of MP2 is coupled to the

pinned layer of MTJ1 device at node SI. Nodes SI and S2 are also referred here as pre-charge

nodes.



[00106] During normal operation, functioning of flip-flop 900 is similar to that of flip-flop

150. For example, MTJ devices (MTJl device and MTJ2 device) are disconnected from nodes A

and B by driving the SEL line to Vss (i.e., ground) and the flip-flop functions like a standard

retention-less flip-flop. In one embodiment, the CTRL line is driven high to eliminate or reduce

the leakage current through MP1 and MP2 and the MTJ devices (i.e., MTJl device and MTJ2

device) as well as pre-charge nodes S 1/S2 to VDD to prepare for the next store operation.

[00107] Fig. 9B illustrates a plot 920 showing timing diagram of signals at various nodes

of the flip-flop of Fig. 9A when performing store and restore operations according to one

embodiment of the disclosure. Plot 920 shows many waveforms stacked. Each waveform has its

own y-axis, which is voltage from 0 to VDD- Here, x-axis is time. Plot 920 is divided into three

sections—STORE, SLEEP, and RESTORE. Plot 920 shows voltage signal behavior at nodes

V DD, CLK (i.e., Clock or Clock_d), SEL, CTRL, A, B, SI, S2, and voltages stored in MTJl

device and MTJ2 device.

[00108] In one embodiment, to store the state of flip-flop 900 in the MTJ devices, clock is

gated first (i.e., CLK = 'Ο'), the CTRL line is kept coupled to VDD and then the pass transistors

MN1 and MN2 are turned ON by driving SEL line high. Here, "Clock_d" and "Clock" signals

are same as "CLK" signal, and "Clock_b" same as "CLKB" signal.

[00109] In this embodiment, the state of MTJl device is switched to parallel orientation or

'0' state resulting in write '0' operation (assuming node A stores 'Ο' ) from anti-parallel

orientation. In one embodiment, in the next step, CTRL line is driven low keeping the SEL line

high, resulting in write T operation to MTJ2 device (assuming node B stores T). In one

embodiment, cross-coupled MP2 helps write ' 1' operation by conducting strong ' to node S2

and this overcomes the source degeneration problem that is found in flip-flop 150 of Fig. IE.

Referring back to Figs. 9A-B, in one embodiment, the sizing of n-type pass transistors MN1 and

MN2 and those in the slave latch is determined by the current required to perform write '0' to the

MTJ device which is intrinsically low compared to that of write T from device physics.

[00110] In order to perform the restore operation, in one embodiment, the CTRL line is

first driven high after the supply voltage has been turned ON while CLK = 'Ο.' In this

embodiment, nodes S1 and S2 are pre-charged to VDD- Next, in one embodiment, CTRL line is

driven low. In this embodiment, differential current flows through MTJl device and MTJ2

device depending on the stored data. In one embodiment, the MTJ device with low resistance

state (say MTJl device after the previous store operation) conducts larger current for discharging

node SI faster. In this embodiment, cross-coupled MP1 is turned ON which charges node S2

close to VDD- In this embodiment, cross-coupled MP1 and MP2 act as a pre-sense amplifier

during restore operation.



[00111] In the next step, in one embodiment, pass transistors MN1 and MN2 are turned

ON by driving SEL line high. In this embodiment, the differential voltages developed at nodes

SI and S2 are then used to fully restore the state of MTJ devices into nodes A and B, which in

the worst-case comes back from sleep with opposite polarity to that stored in the MTJ devices

(i.e., A = Ί ,' and B = 'Ο'). In this embodiment, cross-coupled MP1 and MP2 (i.e., pre-sense

amplifier) helps to significantly mitigate the impact of the asymmetry in the slave stage on

restore operation.

[00112] Fig. 9C illustrates flip-flop 930 with retention circuits using MTJ devices,

according to another embodiment of the disclosure. It is pointed out that those elements of Fig.

9C having the same reference numbers (or names) as the elements of any other figure can

operate or function in any manner similar to that described, but are not limited to such. Fig. 9C

is described with reference to Fig. 9A. Flip-flop 930 behaves similarly to flip-flip 900. So as

not to obscure the embodiments, differences between Fig. 9A and Fig. 9C are described.

Compared to Fig. 9A, in one embodiment, flip-flop 930 uses n-type cross-coupled transistors

MN1 and MN2 (instead of MP1 and MP2 of Fig. 9A), and uses p-type pass transistors MP1 and

MP2 (instead of pass transistors MN1 and MN2 of Fig, 9A).

[00113] Fig. 10A illustrates flip-flop 1000 with retention circuits using MTJ devices,

according to one embodiment of the disclosure. It is pointed out that those elements of Fig. 10A

having the same reference numbers (or names) as the elements of any other figure can operate or

function in any manner similar to that described, but are not limited to such. Fig. 10A is

described with reference to Fig. IE and Fig. 9A. So as not to obscure the embodiments,

differences between Fig. 9A and Fig. 10A are described.

[00114] One of the design attributes of flip-flop 900 is that the cross-coupled transistors

MP1 and MP2 are sized to be strong enough to flip the state of slave latch during restore

operation. This may require upsizing of cross-coupled MP1 and MP2 transistors that may result

in area penalty. In one embodiment, by decoupling the cross-coupled inverters inv4 and inv5 of

flip-flop 900 and designing a symmetric slave latch, this design requirement can be considerably

relaxed. Flip-flop 1000 illustrates one such embodiment.

[00115] Fig. 10B illustrates a plot 1020 showing timing diagram of signals at various

nodes of the flip-flop 1000 of Fig. 10A, according to one embodiment of the disclosure. Plot

1020 shows many waveforms stacked. Each waveform has its own y-axis, which is voltage from

'0' to VDD - Here, x-axis is time. Plot 1020 is divided into three sections—STORE, SLEEP, and

RESTORE. Plot 1020 shows voltage signal behavior at nodes VDD , CLK (i.e., Clock or Clock_d

signals), SEL, CTRL, A, B, SI, S2, and voltages stored in MTJ1 device and MTJ2 device.



[00116] In one embodiment, the asymmetric cross-coupled inverters inv4 and inv5 of flip-

flop 900 are replaced with symmetric cross-coupled inverters having header transistor MP6,

footer transistor MN8, and cross-coupled devices MP4, MP5, MN6, and MN7. In one

embodiment, source terminal of header MP6 is coupled to V DD, drain terminal of MP6 is coupled

to drain terminals (i.e., node Vp) of MP4 and MP5, and gate terminal of MP6 is coupled to

ground. In one embodiment, drain terminal (i.e., node Vn) of footer MN8 is coupled to source

terminals of MN6 and MN7, source terminal of MN8 is coupled to ground, and gate terminal of

MN8 is coupled to MN5 and MP3.

[00117] In one embodiment, pass-transistor MN3 is placed between output of inverter

inv2 and node NO. In one embodiment, pass-transistor MN4 is placed between output of inverter

inv3 and node Nl. Here, inverter inv3 is coupled to node Data_2bd and outputs Data_bdd. In

one embodiment, both MN3 and MN4 are controllable by Clock signals. In one embodiment,

MN5 is controllable by Clock and is operable to couple GND (ground) to node nb (i.e., gate

terminal of footer MN8). In one embodiment, MP3 is controllable by Clock and is operable to

couple RWS (i.e., Restore) signal to node nb (i.e., gate terminal of footer MN8).

[00118] During normal operation, in one embodiment, RWS is driven high. When CLK

(i.e., Clock and Clock_d) is high, in one embodiment, the pull-down path is incomplete enabling

easier (or contention free) writing of data from the master stage to the slave latch during normal

operation of flip-flop 1000. In one embodiment, when CLK is low, the cross-coupled inverters

of the slave stage are completed by driving the gate of MN8 device to high since RWS remains

high.

[00119] In one embodiment, the store operation in the flip-flop 1000 is similar to that of

flip-flop 900. In order to perform restore operation, in one embodiment, CTRL line is driven

high, RWS and CLK are driven low, and SEL line is coupled to V DD- In this embodiment, nodes

A and B of the slave latch are pre-charged to about V DD-V TH- Next, in one embodiment, SEL and

CTRL lines are driven low. In this embodiment, differential currents flows through the MTJ

devices which develop differential voltages at nodes SI and S2. Then, in one embodiment, the

SEL signal is driven high one more time to create appropriate differential voltages at nodes A

and B. Next, in one embodiment, RWS signal is driven high to complete the pull-down path of

the more symmetric slave latch. In this embodiment, and through the combination of symmetric

cross-coupled slave latch with pre-charged nodes as well as pre-sensing using MP1 and MP2,

variation-tolerant restore operation is performed which considerably relaxes the sizing

requirement of cross-coupled MP1 and MP2.

[00120] Fig. IOC illustrates a plot 1030 comparing normalized total device width (Z) of

the embodiments of Fig. 9A and Fig. 10A, according to one embodiment of the disclosure. It is



pointed out that those elements of Fig. IOC having the same reference numbers (or names) as the

elements of any other figure can operate or function in any manner similar to that described, but

are not limited to such.

[00121] The increase in total-Z with flip-flop 900 is due to upsizing of cross-coupled MP1

and MP2. The embodiment of flip-flop 1000 relaxes the sizing requirement, which results in

considerable reduction in total-Z of the design. The embodiments of flip-flop 900 and flip-flop

1000 do not use any Always-ON power supply which saves layout congestion of metal lines.

The CMOS retention flip-flop 130 of Fig. 1C has significantly higher layout area than layout

areas of flip-flop 900 and flip-flop 1000 because from the requirement of separate N-wells due to

separate voltage supplies to master and slave stages of CMOS retention flip-flop 150.

[00122] Fig. 11 is a smart device or a computer system or an SoC (System-on-Chip) with

the memory cell with retention using resistive element(s), according to one embodiment of the

disclosure. It is pointed out that those elements of Fig. 11 having the same reference numbers

(or names) as the elements of any other figure can operate or function in any manner similar to

that described, but are not limited to such.

[00123] Fig. 11 illustrates a block diagram of an embodiment of a mobile device in which

flat surface interface connectors could be used. In one embodiment, computing device 1600

represents a mobile computing device, such as a computing tablet, a mobile phone or smart-

phone, a wireless-enabled e-reader, or other wireless mobile device. It will be understood that

certain components are shown generally, and not all components of such a device are shown in

computing device 1600.

[00124] In one embodiment, computing device 1600 includes a first processor 1610 with

the memory cell with retention using resistive memory element(s) described with reference to

embodiments discussed. Other blocks of the computing device 1600 may also include apparatus

of the memory cells with retention using resistive memory element(s) described with reference to

embodiments. The various embodiments of the present disclosure may also comprise a network

interface within 1670 such as a wireless interface so that a system embodiment may be

incorporated into a wireless device, for example, cell phone or personal digital assistant or a

wearable device.

[00125] In one embodiment, processor 1610 (and processor 1690) can include one or more

physical devices, such as microprocessors, application processors, microcontrollers,

programmable logic devices, or other processing means. Processor 1690 may be optional.

While the embodiment shows two processors, a single or more than two processors may be used.

The processing operations performed by processor 1610 include the execution of an operating

platform or operating system on which applications and/or device functions are executed. The



processing operations include operations related to I O (input/output) with a human user or with

other devices, operations related to power management, and/or operations related to connecting

the computing device 1600 to another device. The processing operations may also include

operations related to audio I/O and/or display I/O.

[00126] In one embodiment, computing device 1600 includes audio subsystem 1620,

which represents hardware (e.g., audio hardware and audio circuits) and software (e.g., drivers,

codecs) components associated with providing audio functions to the computing device. Audio

functions can include speaker and/or headphone output, as well as microphone input. Devices

for such functions can be integrated into computing device 1600, or connected to the computing

device 1600. In one embodiment, a user interacts with the computing device 1600 by providing

audio commands that are received and processed by processor 1610.

[00127] Display subsystem 1630 represents hardware (e.g., display devices) and software

(e.g., drivers) components that provide a visual and/or tactile display for a user to interact with

the computing device 1600. Display subsystem 1630 includes display interface 1632, which

includes the particular screen or hardware device used to provide a display to a user. In one

embodiment, display interface 1632 includes logic separate from processor 1610 to perform at

least some processing related to the display. In one embodiment, display subsystem 1630

includes a touch screen (or touch pad) device that provides both output and input to a user.

[00128] I/O controller 1640 represents hardware devices and software components related

to interaction with a user. I/O controller 1640 is operable to manage hardware that is part of

audio subsystem 1620 and/or display subsystem 1630. Additionally, I/O controller 1640

illustrates a connection point for additional devices that connect to computing device 1600

through which a user might interact with the system. For example, devices that can be attached

to the computing device 1600 might include microphone devices, speaker or stereo systems,

video systems or other display devices, keyboard or keypad devices, or other I/O devices for use

with specific applications such as card readers or other devices.

[00129] As mentioned above, I/O controller 1640 can interact with audio subsystem 1620

and/or display subsystem 1630. For example, input through a microphone or other audio device

can provide input or commands for one or more applications or functions of the computing

device 1600. Additionally, audio output can be provided instead of, or in addition to display

output. In another example, if display subsystem 1630 includes a touch screen, the display

device also acts as an input device, which can be at least partially managed by I/O controller

1640. There can also be additional buttons or switches on the computing device 1600 to provide

I/O functions managed by I/O controller 1640.



[00130] In one embodiment, I O controller 1640 manages devices such as accelerometers,

cameras, light sensors or other environmental sensors, or other hardware that can be included in

the computing device 1600. The input can be part of direct user interaction, as well as providing

environmental input to the system to influence its operations (such as filtering for noise,

adjusting displays for brightness detection, applying a flash for a camera, or other features).

[00131] In one embodiment, computing device 1600 includes power management 1650

that manages battery power usage, charging of the battery, and features related to power saving

operation. Memory subsystem 1660 includes memory devices for storing information in

computing device 1600. Memory can include nonvolatile (state does not change if power to the

memory device is interrupted) and/or volatile (state is indeterminate if power to the memory

device is interrupted) memory devices. Memory subsystem 1660 can store application data, user

data, music, photos, documents, or other data, as well as system data (whether long-term or

temporary) related to the execution of the applications and functions of the computing device

1600.

[00132] Elements of embodiments are also provided as a machine-readable medium (e.g.,

memory 1660) for storing the computer-executable instructions (e.g., instructions to implement

any other processes discussed herein). The machine-readable medium (e.g., memory 1660) may

include, but is not limited to, flash memory, optical disks, CD-ROMs, DVD ROMs, RAMs,

EPROMs, EEPROMs, magnetic or optical cards, phase change memory (PCM), or other types of

machine -readable media suitable for storing electronic or computer-executable instructions. For

example, embodiments of the disclosure may be downloaded as a computer program (e.g.,

BIOS) which may be transferred from a remote computer (e.g., a server) to a requesting

computer (e.g., a client) by way of data signals via a communication link (e.g., a modem or

network connection).

[00133] Connectivity 1670 includes hardware devices (e.g., wireless and/or wired

connectors and communication hardware) and software components (e.g., drivers, protocol

stacks) to enable the computing device 1600 to communicate with external devices. The

computing device 1600 could be separate devices, such as other computing devices, wireless

access points or base stations, as well as peripherals such as headsets, printers, or other devices.

[00134] Connectivity 1670 can include multiple different types of connectivity. To

generalize, the computing device 1600 is illustrated with cellular connectivity 1672 and wireless

connectivity 1674. Cellular connectivity 1672 refers generally to cellular network connectivity

provided by wireless carriers, such as provided via GSM (global system for mobile

communications) or variations or derivatives, CDMA (code division multiple access) or

variations or derivatives, TDM (time division multiplexing) or variations or derivatives, or other



cellular service standards. Wireless connectivity (or wireless interface) 1674 refers to wireless

connectivity that is not cellular, and can include personal area networks (such as Bluetooth, Near

Field, etc.), local area networks (such as Wi-Fi), and/or wide area networks (such as WiMax), or

other wireless communication.

[00135] Peripheral connections 1680 include hardware interfaces and connectors, as well

as software components (e.g., drivers, protocol stacks) to make peripheral connections. It will be

understood that the computing device 1600 could both be a peripheral device ("to" 1682) to other

computing devices, as well as have peripheral devices ("from" 1684) connected to it. The

computing device 1600 commonly has a "docking" connector to connect to other computing

devices for purposes such as managing (e.g., downloading and/or uploading, changing,

synchronizing) content on computing device 1600. Additionally, a docking connector can allow

computing device 1600 to connect to certain peripherals that allow the computing device 1600 to

control content output, for example, to audiovisual or other systems.

[00136] In addition to a proprietary docking connector or other proprietary connection

hardware, the computing device 1600 can make peripheral connections 1680 via common or

standards-based connectors. Common types can include a Universal Serial Bus (USB) connector

(which can include any of a number of different hardware interfaces), DisplayPort including

MiniDisplayPort (MDP), High Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI), Firewire, or other

types.

[00137] Reference in the specification to "an embodiment," "one embodiment," "some

embodiments," or "other embodiments" means that a particular feature, structure, or

characteristic described in connection with the embodiments is included in at least some

embodiments, but not necessarily all embodiments. The various appearances of "an

embodiment," "one embodiment," or "some embodiments" are not necessarily all referring to the

same embodiments. If the specification states a component, feature, structure, or characteristic

"may," "might," or "could" be included, that particular component, feature, structure, or

characteristic is not required to be included. If the specification or claim refers to "a" or "an"

element, that does not mean there is only one of the elements. If the specification or claims refer

to "an additional" element, that does not preclude there being more than one of the additional

element.

[00138] Furthermore, the particular features, structures, functions, or characteristics may

be combined in any suitable manner in one or more embodiments. For example, a first

embodiment may be combined with a second embodiment anywhere the particular features,

structures, functions, or characteristics associated with the two embodiments are not mutually

exclusive.



[00139] While the disclosure has been described in conjunction with specific

embodiments thereof, many alternatives, modifications and variations of such embodiments will

be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art in light of the foregoing description. For

example, other memory architectures e.g., Dynamic RAM (DRAM) may use the embodiments

discussed. The embodiments of the disclosure are intended to embrace all such alternatives,

modifications, and variations as to fall within the broad scope of the appended claims.

[00140] In addition, well known power/ground connections to integrated circuit (IC) chips

and other components may or may not be shown within the presented figures, for simplicity of

illustration and discussion, and so as not to obscure the disclosure. Further, arrangements may

be shown in block diagram form in order to avoid obscuring the disclosure, and also in view of

the fact that specifics with respect to implementation of such block diagram arrangements are

highly dependent upon the platform within which the present disclosure is to be implemented

(i.e., such specifics should be well within purview of one skilled in the art). Where specific

details (e.g., circuits) are set forth in order to describe example embodiments of the disclosure, it

should be apparent to one skilled in the art that the disclosure can be practiced without, or with

variation of, these specific details. The description is thus to be regarded as illustrative instead

of limiting.

[00141] The following examples pertain to further embodiments. Specifics in the

examples may be used anywhere in one or more embodiments. All optional features of the

apparatus described herein may also be implemented with respect to a method or process.

[00142] For example, in one embodiment apparatus is provided which comprises: a

memory element including a first inverting device cross-coupled to a second inverting device; a

restore circuit having at least one resistive memory element, the restore circuit coupled to an

output of the first inverting device; a third inverting device coupled to the output of the first

inverting device; a fourth inverting device coupled to an output of the third inverting device; and

a save circuit having at least one resistive memory element, the save circuit coupled to an output

of the third inverting device.

[00143] In one embodiment, the first inverting device is controllable by a clock signal. In

one embodiment, the apparatus further comprises a transmission gate coupled to the memory

element, the transmission gate controllable by the clock signal such that when the transmission

gate is turned on, the first inverting device is in tri-state. In one embodiment, the save circuit

comprises: a first logic unit coupled to the output of the first inverting device, the first logic unit

to also receive a signal; and a second logic unit coupled to the output of the fourth inverting

device, the second logic unit to also receive the signal. In one embodiment, the first and second

logic units are NAND gates.



[00144] In one embodiment, the save circuit further comprises: a first p-type device

coupled in series to a first n-type device; a second p-type device coupled in series to a second n-

type device; and a first resistive element coupled to the first and second p-type devices and to the

first and second n-type devices, wherein the first and second p-type devices and the first and

second n-type devices are controllable by outputs of the first and second logic units. In one

embodiment, the first resistive element is a Magnetic Tunnel Junction (MTJ) device including: a

free magnetic layer coupled to the first p-type device and the first n-type device; and a fixed

magnetic layer coupled to the second p-type device and the second n-type device.

[00145] In one embodiment, the save circuit further comprises: a third p-type device

coupled in series to a third n-type device; a fourth p-type device coupled in series to a fourth n-

type device; and a second resistive element coupled to the third and fourth p-type devices and to

the third and fourth n-type devices, wherein the third and fourth p-type devices and the third and

fourth n-type devices are controllable by outputs of the first and second logic units.

[00146] In one embodiment, the second resistive element is a Magnetic Tunnel Junction

(MTJ) device including: a free magnetic layer coupled to the third p-type device and the third n-

type device; and a fixed magnetic layer coupled to the fourth p-type device and the fourth n-type

device. In one embodiment, the restore circuit comprises: a first p-type device coupled to a

power supply node; a first resistive element coupled to the first p-type device; and a second p-

type device coupled to the first resistive element and the output of the first inverting device. In

one embodiment, the first resistive element is a Magnetic Tunnel Junction (MTJ) device

including: a free magnetic layer coupled to the first p-type device; and a fixed magnetic layer

coupled to the second p-type device. In one embodiment, the restore circuit comprises: a first n-

type device coupled to a ground node; a second resistive element coupled to the first n-type

device; and a second n-type device coupled to the second resistive element and the output of the

first inverting device, the second n-type device further coupled to the second p-type device.

[00147] In one embodiment, the second resistive element is a Magnetic Tunnel Junction

(MTJ) device including: a free magnetic layer coupled to the first n-type device; and a fixed

magnetic layer coupled to the second n-type device. In one embodiment, the at least one

resistive memory element of the restore circuit and the save circuit is at least one of: magnetic

tunnel junction (MTJ) device; conductive bridge RAM (CBRAM), or bi-stable organic

memories. In one embodiment, the apparatus further comprises: another restore circuit having at

least one resistive memory element, the other restore circuit coupled to an output of the second

inverting device. In one embodiment, the apparatus further comprises: another save circuit

having at least one resistive memory element, the save circuit coupled to the outputs of the third



and fourth inverting devices. In one embodiment, the memory element is part of one of: a flip-

flop; a latch; or a static random memory.

[00148] In another example, a system is provided which comprises: a memory unit; a

processor, coupled to the memory unit, the processor including an apparatus according to the

apparatus discussed above; and a wireless interface for allowing the processor to communicate

with another device. In one embodiment, the system further comprises a display unit. In one

embodiment, the display unit is a touch screen.

[00149] In another example, a flip-flip is provided which comprises: a slave stage coupled

to a master stage, the slave stage having first and second storage nodes; and a retention stage

coupled to the first and second storage nodes of the slave stage, the retention stage including: a

first pass transistor controllable by a select signal, the first pass transistor coupled to the first

storage node; a second pass transistor controllable by the select signal, the second pass transistor

coupled to the second storage node; a first resistive memory element coupled at one end to the

first pass transistor, and coupled to a control node at another end; a second resistive memory

element coupled at one end to the first pass transistor, and coupled to a control node at another

end; and a cross-coupled pair of transistors coupled to the first and second resistive memory

elements and first and second pass transistors.

[00150] In one embodiment, the cross-coupled pair of transistors comprises: a first

transistor coupled to a supply node and the first resistive memory element, the first transistor

having a gate terminal coupled to the second resistive memory element. In one embodiment, the

cross-coupled pair of transistors comprises: a second transistor coupled to a supply node and the

second resistive memory element, the second transistor having a gate terminal coupled to the

first resistive memory element. In one embodiment, the first and second transistors are p-type

transistors. In one embodiment, the first and second pass transistors are n-type transistors. In

one embodiment, the first and second resistive memory elements are at least one of: magnetic

tunnel junction (MTJ) device; conductive bridge RAM (CBRAM), or bi-stable organic

memories.

[00151] In another example, a system is provided which comprises: a memory unit; a

processor, coupled to the memory unit, the processor including a flip-flop according to the flip-

flop described above; and a wireless interface for allowing the processor to communicate with

another device. In one embodiment, the system further comprises a display unit. In one

embodiment, the display unit is a touch screen.

[00152] In another example, an apparatus is provided which comprises: a master stage; a

slave stage coupled to the master stage, the slave stage including: a first inverter coupled to the

master stage; cross-coupled inverters coupled to first and second storage nodes; a first pass



transistor coupled to the master stage, input of the first inverter, and the first storage node; and a

second pass transistor coupled to an output of the first inverter and to the second storage node;

and a retention stage coupled to the first and second storage nodes.

[00153] In one embodiment, the cross-coupled inverters share a p-type header device and

an n-type footer device. In one embodiment, a gate terminal of the p-type header device is

coupled to ground. In one embodiment, a gate terminal of the n-type footer device is coupled to

a selection unit. In one embodiment, the selection unit comprises: a first pass transistor

controllable by a clock signal and coupled at one end to the gate terminal of the n-type footer

device, and coupled to ground at another end. In one embodiment, the selection unit comprises:

a second pass transistor controllable by a clock signal and coupled at one end to the gate terminal

of the n-type footer device, and coupled to receive a control signal at another end.

[00154] In one embodiment, the retention stage comprises: a first pass transistor

controllable by a select signal, the first pass transistor coupled to the first storage node; and a

second pass transistor controllable by the select signal, the second pass transistor coupled to the

second storage node. In one embodiment, the retention stage comprises: a first resistive memory

element coupled at one end to the first pass transistor of the retention stage, and coupled to a

control node at another end; a second resistive memory element coupled at one end to the first

pass transistor of the retention stage, and coupled to a control node at another end; and a cross-

coupled pair of transistors coupled to the first and second resistive memory elements and first

and second pass transistors.

[00155] In one embodiment, the cross-coupled pair of transistors of the retention stage

comprises: a first transistor coupled to a supply node and the first resistive memory element, the

first transistor having a gate terminal coupled to the second resistive memory element. In one

embodiment, the cross-coupled pair of transistors comprises: a second transistor coupled to a

supply node and the second resistive memory element, the second transistor having a gate

terminal coupled to the first resistive memory element.

[00156] In one embodiment, the first and second transistors are p-type transistors. In one

embodiment, the first and second pass transistors are n-type transistors. In one embodiment, the

first and second resistive memory elements are at least one of: magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ)

device; conductive bridge RAM (CBRAM), or bi-stable organic memories.

[00157] In another example, a system is provided which comprises: a memory unit; a

processor, coupled to the memory unit, the processor including an apparatus according to the

apparatus described above; and a wireless interface for allowing the processor to communicate

with another device. In one embodiment, the system further comprises a display unit. In one

embodiment, the display unit is a touch screen.



[00158] In another example, a apparatus for improving write margin is provided which

comprises: an MTJ device positioned between first and second metal layers, the MTJ having a

fixed magnetic layer coupled to a third metal layer, and a free magnetic layer coupled to a fourth

metal layer; and a first control unit coupled to the first and second metal layers, wherein the first

control unit to inject current into the first and second metal layers such that direction of the

current in the first metal layer is different than a direction of the current in the second metal

layer.

[00159] In one embodiment, the apparatus further comprises: a second control unit

coupled to the fifth and sixth metal layers, wherein the second control unit is operable to inject

current into the fifth and sixth metal layers such that direction of the current in the fifth metal

layer is different than a direction of the current in the sixth metal layer. In one embodiment, the

first and second control units are operable to turned on simultaneously. In one embodiment, the

first and second control units are operable to turned on at different times.

[00160] In one embodiment, the third metal layer and the fifth metal layer are at a same

metal hierarchy, and wherein the third metal layer and the fifth metal layer are decoupled from

one another. In one embodiment, the fourth metal layer and the sixth metal layer are at a same

metal hierarchy, and wherein the fourth metal layer and the sixth metal layer are decoupled from

one another. In one embodiment, the third metal layer and the fifth metal layer are on M4 metal

hierarchy. In one embodiment, the fourth metal layer and the sixth metal layer are on M6 metal

hierarchy. In one embodiment, the second control unit is operable to inject current as a current

pulse. In one embodiment, the first metal layer is in M3 metal hierarchy, and wherein the second

metal layer is in M7 metal hierarchy. In one embodiment, the first control unit is operable to

inject current as a current pulse.

[00161] In another example, system is provided which comprises: a memory unit; a

processor, coupled to the memory unit, the processor including an apparatus according to the

apparatus discussed above; and a wireless interface for allowing the processor to communicate

with another device. In one embodiment, the system further comprises a display unit. In one

embodiment, the display unit is a touch screen.

[00162] An abstract is provided that will allow the reader to ascertain the nature and gist

of the technical disclosure. The abstract is submitted with the understanding that it will not be

used to limit the scope or meaning of the claims. The following claims are hereby incorporated

into the detailed description, with each claim standing on its own as a separate embodiment.



CLAIMS

We claim:

1. An apparatus comprising:

a memory element including a first inverting device cross-coupled to a second

inverting device;

a restore circuit having at least one resistive memory element, the restore circuit

coupled to an output of the first inverting device;

a third inverting device coupled to the output of the first inverting device;

a fourth inverting device coupled to an output of the third inverting device; and

a save circuit having at least one resistive memory element, the save circuit

coupled to an output of the third inverting device.

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the first inverting device is controllable by a clock

signal.

3. The apparatus of claim 2 further comprises a transmission gate coupled to the memory

element, the transmission gate controllable by the clock signal such that when the

transmission gate is turned on, the first inverting device is in tri-state.

4. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the save circuit comprises:

a first logic unit coupled to the output of the first inverting device, the first logic

unit to also receive a signal; and

a second logic unit coupled to the output of the fourth inverting device, the second

logic unit to also receive the signal.

5. The apparatus of claim 4, wherein the first and second logic units are NAND gates.

6. The apparatus of claim 4, wherein the save circuit further comprises:

a first p-type device coupled in series to a first n-type device;

a second p-type device coupled in series to a second n-type device; and

a first resistive element coupled to the first and second p-type devices and to the

first and second n-type devices, wherein the first and second p-type devices and the first

and second n-type devices are controllable by outputs of the first and second logic units.



The apparatus of claim 6, wherein the first resistive element is a Magnetic Tunnel

Junction (MTJ) device including:

a free magnetic layer coupled to the first p-type device and the first n-type device;

and

a fixed magnetic layer coupled to the second p-type device and the second n-type

device.

The apparatus of claim 4, wherein the save circuit further comprises:

a third p-type device coupled in series to a third n-type device;

a fourth p-type device coupled in series to a fourth n-type device; and

a second resistive element coupled to the third and fourth p-type devices and to

the third and fourth n-type devices, wherein the third and fourth p-type devices and the

third and fourth n-type devices are controllable by outputs of the first and second logic

units.

The apparatus of claim 8, wherein the second resistive element is a Magnetic Tunnel

Junction (MTJ) device including:

a free magnetic layer coupled to the third p-type device and the third n-type

device; and

a fixed magnetic layer coupled to the fourth p-type device and the fourth n-type

device.

The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the restore circuit comprises:

a first p-type device coupled to a power supply node;

a first resistive element coupled to the first p-type device; and

a second p-type device coupled to the first resistive element and the output of the

first inverting device.

The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the first resistive element is a Magnetic Tunnel

Junction (MTJ) device including:

a free magnetic layer coupled to the first p-type device; and

a fixed magnetic layer coupled to the second p-type device.

The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the restore circuit comprises:

a first n-type device coupled to a ground node;



a second resistive element coupled to the first n-type device; and

a second n-type device coupled to the second resistive element and the output of

the first inverting device, the second n-type device further coupled to the second p-type

device.

The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the second resistive element is a Magnetic Tunnel

Junction (MTJ) device including:

a free magnetic layer coupled to the first n-type device; and

a fixed magnetic layer coupled to the second n-type device.

The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the at least one resistive memory element of the restore

circuit and the save circuit is at least one of:

magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) device;

conductive bridge RAM (CBRAM), or

bi-stable organic memories.

The apparatus of claim 1 further comprises:

another restore circuit having at least one resistive memory element, the other

restore circuit coupled to an output of the second inverting device.

The apparatus of claim 1 further comprises:

another save circuit having at least one resistive memory element, the save circuit

coupled to the outputs of the third and fourth inverting devices.

The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the memory element is part of one of:

a flip-flop;

a latch; or

a static random memory.

A system comprising:

a memory unit;

a processor, coupled to the memory unit, the processor including an apparatus

according to any one of apparatus claims 1 to 17; and

a wireless interface for allowing the processor to communicate with another

device.



19. The system of claim 18 further comprises a display unit.

20. The system of claim 19, wherein the display unit is a touch screen.

21. A flip-flop comprising:

a slave stage coupled to a master stage, the slave stage having first and second storage

nodes; and

a retention stage coupled to the first and second storage nodes of the slave stage, the

retention stage including:

a first pass transistor controllable by a select signal, the first pass transistor

coupled to the first storage node;

a second pass transistor controllable by the select signal, the second pass

transistor coupled to the second storage node;

a first resistive memory element coupled at one end to the first pass transistor, and

coupled to a control node at another end;

a second resistive memory element coupled at one end to the first pass transistor,

and coupled to a control node at another end; and

a cross-coupled pair of transistors coupled to the first and second resistive

memory elements and first and second pass transistors.

22. The flip-flop of claim 21, wherein the cross-coupled pair of transistors comprises:

a first transistor coupled to a supply node and the first resistive memory element,

the first transistor having a gate terminal coupled to the second resistive memory

element.

23. The flip-flop of claim 22, wherein the cross-coupled pair of transistors comprises:

a second transistor coupled to a supply node and the second resistive memory

element, the second transistor having a gate terminal coupled to the first resistive

memory element.

24. The flip-flop of claim 23, wherein the first and second transistors are p-type transistors.

25. The flip-flop of claim 21, wherein the first and second pass transistors are n-type

transistors.



26. The flip-flop of claim 21, wherein the first and second resistive memory elements are at

least one of:

magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) device;

conductive bridge RAM (CBRAM), or

bi-stable organic memories.

27. An apparatus comprising:

a master stage;

a slave stage coupled to the master stage, the slave stage including:

a first inverter coupled to the master stage;

cross-coupled inverters coupled to first and second storage nodes;

a first pass transistor coupled to the master stage, input of the first inverter, and

the first storage node; and

a second pass transistor coupled to an output of the first inverter and to the second

storage node; and

a retention stage coupled to the first and second storage nodes.

28. The apparatus of claim 27, wherein the cross-coupled inverters share a p-type header

device and an n-type footer device.

29. The apparatus of claim 28, wherein a gate terminal of the p-type header device is coupled

to ground.

30. The apparatus of claim 28, wherein a gate terminal of the n-type footer device is coupled

to a selection unit.

31. The apparatus of claim 30, wherein the selection unit comprises:

a first pass transistor controllable by a clock signal and coupled at one end to the

gate terminal of the n-type footer device, and coupled to ground at another end.

32. The apparatus of claim 31, wherein the selection unit comprises:

a second pass transistor controllable by a clock signal and coupled at one end to

the gate terminal of the n-type footer device, and coupled to receive a control signal at

another end.



33. The apparatus of claim 27, wherein the retention stage comprises:

a first pass transistor controllable by a select signal, the first pass transistor

coupled to the first storage node; and

a second pass transistor controllable by the select signal, the second pass

transistor coupled to the second storage node.

34. The apparatus of claim 33, wherein the retention stage comprises:

a first resistive memory element coupled at one end to the first pass transistor of

the retention stage, and coupled to a control node at another end;

a second resistive memory element coupled at one end to the first pass transistor

of the retention stage, and coupled to a control node at another end; and

a cross-coupled pair of transistors coupled to the first and second resistive

memory elements and first and second pass transistors.

35. The apparatus of claim 34, wherein the cross-coupled pair of transistors of the retention

stage comprises:

a first transistor coupled to a supply node and the first resistive memory element,

the first transistor having a gate terminal coupled to the second resistive memory

element.

36. The apparatus of claim 35, wherein the cross-coupled pair of transistors comprises:

a second transistor coupled to a supply node and the second resistive memory

element, the second transistor having a gate terminal coupled to the first resistive

memory element.

37. The apparatus of claim 36, wherein the first and second transistors are p-type transistors.

38. The apparatus of claim 33, wherein the first and second pass transistors are n-type

transistors.

39. The apparatus of claim 33, wherein the first and second resistive memory elements are at

least one of:

magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) device;

conductive bridge RAM (CBRAM), or



bi-stable organic memories.

40. A system comprising:

a memory unit;

a processor, coupled to the memory unit, the processor including a flip-flop

according to any one of flip-flop claims 2 1 to 26; and

a wireless interface for allowing the processor to communicate with another

device.

41. The system of claim 40 further comprises a display unit.

42. The system of claim 41, wherein the display unit is a touch screen.

43. A system comprising:

a memory unit;

a processor, coupled to the memory unit, the processor including an apparatus

according to any one of apparatus claims 27 to 39; and

a wireless interface for allowing the processor to communicate with another

device.

44. The system of claim 43 further comprises a display unit.

45. The system of claim 44, wherein the display unit is a touch screen.

46. An apparatus for improving write margin, the apparatus comprising:

an MTJ device positioned between first and second metal layers, the MTJ having

a fixed magnetic layer coupled to a third metal layer, and a free magnetic layer coupled to

a fourth metal layer; and

a first control unit coupled to the first and second metal layers, wherein the first

control unit to inject current into the first and second metal layers such that direction of

the current in the first metal layer is different than a direction of the current in the second

metal layer.

47. The apparatus of claim 46 further comprises:



a second control unit coupled to the fifth and sixth metal layers, wherein the

second control unit is operable to inject current into the fifth and sixth metal layers such

that direction of the current in the fifth metal layer is different than a direction of the

current in the sixth metal layer.

48. The apparatus of claim 47, wherein the first and second control units are operable to

turned on simultaneously.

49. The apparatus of claim 47, wherein the first and second control units are operable to

turned on at different times.

50. The apparatus of claim 47, wherein the third metal layer and the fifth metal layer are at a

same metal hierarchy, and wherein the third metal layer and the fifth metal layer are

decoupled from one another.

51. The apparatus of claim 47, wherein the fourth metal layer and the sixth metal layer are at

a same metal hierarchy, and wherein the fourth metal layer and the sixth metal layer are

decoupled from one another.

52. The apparatus of claim 47, wherein the third metal layer and the fifth metal layer are on

M4 metal hierarchy.

53. The apparatus of claim 47, wherein the fourth metal layer and the sixth metal layer are on

M6 metal hierarchy.

54. The apparatus of claim 47, wherein the second control unit is operable to inject current as

a current pulse.

55. The apparatus of claim 46, wherein the first metal layer is in M3 metal hierarchy, and

wherein the second metal layer is in M7 metal hierarchy.

56. The apparatus of claim 46, wherein the first control unit is operable to inject current as a

current pulse.



57. A system comprising:

a memory unit;

a processor, coupled to the memory unit, the processor including an apparatus

according to any one of apparatus claims 46 to 56; and

a wireless interface for allowing the processor to communicate with another

device.

58. The system of claim 57 further comprises a display unit.

59. The system of claim 58, wherein the display unit is a touch screen.
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